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Abstract—Internet Service Providers need a thorough understanding of a service to maximize the Quality of Experience
(QoE) of their customers by network management. Instead of
quantifying the user satisfaction with long and cost-intensive
subjective user studies, the QoE can often be estimated with
the help of dedicated measurements of application and network
parameters. We designed a QoE measurement tool for the
popular audio streaming service Spotify that runs inside a Docker
software container. The container is able to run headlessly as
active measurement probe and emulates a user who is streaming
audio files via Spotify. While streaming, network and application
parameters are collected that have a high correlation to the user’s
QoE. The results of the measurements are used to characterize
audio streaming in Spotify on application and network layer, and
to evaluate important QoE factors.
Index Terms—Audio Streaming; Spotify; QoE; Distributed
Active Measurements
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To understand and properly manage services delivered
through their networks, Internet Service Providers (ISPs) need
metrics to quantify the experience and satisfaction of their
customers. Therefore, the concept of Quality of Experience
(QoE) was developed, which focuses on the subjective user
experience using a service or application. The QoE indicates
the degree of delight or annoyance of a user of an application
as perceived subjectively [1], and depends on various factors
in the network or in the application. Such QoE-related performance indicators, which can be mapped to QoE using a QoE
model, can be monitored on application layer, which requires
a modification of the client application or the end user device.
On network layer, Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) or statistical
analyses of network and flow statistics (e.g., machine learning)
can be applied to estimate the perceived QoE factors.
While video streaming services like YouTube and their
QoE have been thoroughly investigated in previous research
(e.g., [2], [3]), music streaming services like Spotify and their
corresponding QoE have not been considered yet. Similar
to video streaming, music streaming is increasingly popular
and can be run in different versions and on various devices.
However, the service usage is inherently different, as music
streaming is often a long-lasting background service, which
runs in parallel to other foreground services. Thus, it is less
interactive and its traffic often has to compete with the foreground services of the user. Still, the service is continuously
consumed and QoE degradations can be well perceived. Thus,
in order to maximize the satisfaction of their customers with
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music streaming, operators need to understand this service in
detail, especially regarding the traffic and the resulting QoE.
Since QoE is highly dependent on the actual application
and user perception, usually extensive, multi-disciplinary subjective user studies are required to understand all influence
factors. In order to avoid those long and cost-intensive user
studies, the QoE can often be estimated with the help of dedicated measurements of application and network parameters. A
complementary approach that has come into focus for ISPs is
active measurements using dedicated measurement tools and
mobile broadband testbeds. An active measurement software
allows to emulate the user and to monitor both, QoE factors
on application layer and network statistics.
In this work, audio streaming via Spotify is characterized on
application layer as well as on network layer, and QoE factors
are analyzed and discussed. Therefore, an active measurement
concept is presented, which allows to headlessly stream audio
files using the Spotify web application in a virtualized Docker
environment, while monitoring performance parameters on application and network side that have a high correlation to QoE.
The measurements show that the buffering is triggered only
depending on the currently buffered playback time without
prebuffering subsequent tracks in a queue. In addition, the
network traffic of audio streaming via Spotify has a segment
interarrival time of 10 s, and thus, is very consistent and can be
easily modeled. Furthermore, we compare the streaming and
buffering behavior under different limitations and map them
to the corresponding QoE values.
In Section II, related work is summarized and discussed.
Section III introduces and describes the QoE monitoring approach. Afterwards, in Section IV, audio streaming via Spotify
is characterized on application and network layer and QoE
factors are discussed under different bandwidth limitations.
The paper is concluded in Section V.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In this section we summarize existing and related work on
audio streaming and its QoE. We start from the substantial
body of work on streaming, which mainly focuses on video
streaming, describe its basic idea, and transition to audio
streaming. Afterwards, QoE approaches are outlined, which
provide an introduction to QoE monitoring and QoE modeling
in this context.
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A. Streaming Techniques
As with Spotify, streaming generally refers to the simultaneous transmission and playback of video or audio data.
The challenge is to deliver the data in a timely manner.
In [2], [4], current video streaming approaches and their
challenges are exhaustively listed. In particular, fluctuating
and unreliable network conditions can be overcome using
buffer-based adaptive streaming in conjunction with client- and
chunk-based HTTP requests. In [5], the streaming approach of
YouTube is described and characterized. First works dealing
with audio streaming are [6]–[9]. They often discuss VoIP calls
in this context, but this case is different from ours because
VoIP requires real-time constraints.
Technically, at least in the past, Spotify used a combination
of client-server access and peer-to-peer protocol for streaming.
A detailed description can be found in [9]. In [10], the
P2P-based streaming network of Spotify is measured. The
performance of the Spotify backend and its distributed keyvalue storage system is investigated in [11].
B. Quality of Experience for Audio Streaming
Quality of Experience (QoE) is the subjective user assessment of a service or application on the Internet. The related
works in this area are focused either on the streaming quality
or the user aspect. These works target the user behavior in
Spotify [12], user requirements [13], or algorithms for generating music playlists, which provides the user with a coherent
listening experience [14]. While QoE for video streaming
mainly depends on initial delay, playout interruptions, and
visual streaming quality [2], [5], there is only one work that
explicitly refers to Spotify and audio QoE factors [15]. In
this work, the impact of temporal impairments on the QoE of
music streaming is investigated in subjective lab experiments.
In addition to subjective studies, testbeds can be used, in which
performance indicators with high correlation to the actual QoE
are measured directly on the application and network layer on
a large scale under realistic conditions [16]–[18]. Our work
follows this approach and presents an active QoE measurement
tool for Spotify.
III. M EASUREMENT C ONCEPT
To characterize a Spotify audio streaming session and to
quantify QoE related factors of Spotify, a measurement tool
was designed, which collects data on application as well as
on network layer. Here, a user is emulated using a Docker
container, who streams audio in mobile networks. The container can be run without user interaction at simple network
measurement nodes, i.e., downsized, headless Linux PCs as
widely used in mobile broadband testbeds [17]. Docker was
used to enable a simplified distribution on the measurement
nodes and to create a uniform, reproducible measurement
environment so that reliable measurements can be made. As it
is not possible to collect application layer parameters directly
from the Spotify player, the Spotify API was used to query
information about the audio stream. In the following section,
the measurement setup and technical details about the Docker

Docker Container
Start API listener
2. Opens Spotify and starts audio
playback on web player
3. Logs
 Page load times
 Network traffic
1.

Server


Requests API information
every second
 Playback time
 Buffered playback time
 Used audio quality

Measurement data

Fig. 1: Setup of the measurement tool
container and the polling server are described. Afterwards, the
monitored parameters on application and network layer are
presented.
A. Technical Implementation
The Docker container is based on the debian:stretch1 distribution, whose current version is Debian 9.3. The web browser
automation tool Geb2 is used within the Docker container
to simulate a user requesting an audio file in Spotify in
a Firefox browser. To play out audio files even when no
sound card is available, PulseAudio3 is used. Network traffic
information is measured during the whole experiment by using
Firefox’s HTTP logging functionality4 . If enabled, Firefox
automatically logs all HTTP-related information from the
browser, for example, all request and response headers, and
stores the information in a file. On application layer, the audio
streaming in the docker container is monitored with the help
of a polling server. The server is running Apache Tomcat and
queries the Spotify API 5 to retrieve and log the selected QoE
relevant performance indicators of the application.
The whole measurement setup is illustrated in Figure 1.
First, Geb is used to open a Firefox browser. By starting the
browser, a special web page on the polling server is called
to activate the API requests from the server. From now on,
the current and buffered playtime are queried and logged by
the polling server every second. At the same time, the Docker
container continues its workflow by opening the login page of
the Spotify web player in Firefox and logging into a Spotify
account. Afterwards, a dummy track is started in the Spotify
web player. This action clears the cache of the account, so that
the actual track, which will be analyzed, starts at its beginning
and all segments have to be downloaded. After playing out
the dummy track for 5 s, the actual song is started and fully
played. Then, the user is logged off from Spotify and the
container is terminated. During the whole experiment, all page
load times are recorded. In addition, the network traffic during
the streaming is logged. All resulting measurement logs can
1 https://hub.docker.com/

2 http://www.gebish.org/

/debian/

3 https://www.freedesktop.org/wiki/Software/PulseAudio/

4 https://developer.mozilla.org/docs/Mozilla/Debugging/HTTP
5 https://beta.developer.spotify.com/documentation/web-api/

logging
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TABLE I: Monitored performance indicators
Application layer

Current playtime per second
Buffered playback time per second
Initial delay
Page load times

Network layer

Audio bitrate
Segment sizes
Segment interarrival times
Segment download times

be used to characterize the streaming sessions of Spotify and
quantify important QoE factors, as shown in Section IV.
B. Monitored Data - QoE Key Performance Indicators
While an audio file is streamed within the Docker container
via Spotify, several performance indicators are monitored,
which are presented in Table I.
On application layer, the current playtime as well as the
buffered playtime per second is logged during the streaming of
the audio file. In addition, the initial delay – the time between
the request of the audio playback (click on the play button) and
the start of the playback – is monitored. Besides the streaming
parameters, also all page load times are logged from the login
page of Spotify until the end of the audio playback.
To monitor the network traffic during the experiment, Firefox’s HTTP logging is used. These data includes the headers of
all sent requests and responses. They can be used to calculate
the bitrate of the audio file or the size of the audio segments
as well as their interarrival times or download durations.
IV. S POTIFY S TREAMING C HARACTERISTICS
This section presents the characteristics of a Spotify audio
streaming session. Therefore, we used different versions of
Spotify and monitored the streaming with the polling server.
This allows to describe the session on application layer by
evaluating the playback and buffer behavior of an audio stream
and showing details of the used audio file. Afterwards, network
layer parameters of a streaming session in the web player are
shown. Here, general network characteristics of Spotify audio
streaming are described and a detailed time schedule with three
phases is presented. Table II summarizes the findings.
The encoding, and thus, the quality of the streamed audio
file, depends on the used player and account (standard or
premium user)6 . As a standard user, Spotify is free to use
but includes advertisements. To avoid advertisements, it is
possible to pay a specific fee to upgrade to a premium account.
For the web player and the desktop application, there are two
qualities available, while the Android and iOS application offer
a third, very low quality level in addition. Adaptivity of the
used quality depending on the given network conditions is only
available for the Android and iOS app. Here, it is more likely
that the users are connected to the mobile network and moving,
and thus, face fluctuating bandwidth during the streaming.
In this case, the adaptivity can help to align the streaming
6 https://support.spotify.com/using spotify/system settings/
high-quality-streaming/

quality, i.e., bitrate, with the current network conditions, i.e.,
bandwidth. To stream an audio file via Spotify, regardless of
the used player, a persistent HTTP connection over TCP is
used. The audio file is a DASH fragmented MP4 [19]. Using
this standard, the audio file is split into a header file and several
fragments, which can be downloaded one after the other.
A. Application Layer Parameters
On application layer, the focus of the analysis is set on
the playback and buffer behavior of Spotify audio streaming sessions using the web player in Firefox within our
measurement container. Thereby, the streaming behavior was
consistent for different audio files (cf. Table III). In the
following, the numeric results of the streaming of one audio
file are shown, which is the song Alles neu by Peter Fox
(track No. 1). Each audio file has a Spotify-wide track ID,
which is “5hqxBvQJ3XJDSbxT9vyyqA” for this track. The
total duration of this audio file is 260.09 s which leads to a
size of 4.46 MB for a standard user streaming via the Spotify
web player (encoding: AAC, bitrate: 128 kbit/s).
In all plots of Figure 2, the x-axis indicates the time in
seconds after the start of the audio playback while the yaxis specifies the progressed or buffered time in seconds,
respectively. In Figure 2a, the current playtime of the audio
file is illustrated as black graph. As it is constantly increasing,
no interruptions occurred during the playback. The stepwise
orange graph shows the downloaded playtime during the audio
playback. Thus, the space between the downloaded playtime
and the playback time represents the buffer and is marked with
an oval. The buffer can be seen in more detail in Figure 2b,
marked in gray.
The playback of an audio file only starts after the initial
buffering of the first segment containing 10 s playtime. For this
track and setting, this first segment has a size of 139.53 KB.
Whenever the buffer decreases to the threshold of 10 s, new
data is downloaded to a maximum of 20 s playtime, which explains the stepwise increase of the downloaded playtime graph.
Thus, during the whole playback, the buffer stays between 10 s
and 20 s, and in the worst case, a network outage of 10 s can be
tolerated. In case of insufficient bandwidth, stalling will only
occur at segment borders if the download takes longer than
10 s, and the stalling lasts until the segment was downloaded
completely. At the end of the track the buffers decreases to
zero without prebuffering the subsequent track. Only when
the playback of the track is finished the first segment of the
subsequent track is requested. By applying these thresholds of
10 s, Spotify trades off the tolerance against network outages to
limit the amount of unnecessarily downloaded data that would
be wasted when the streaming is aborted by the user.
If the playback is manually paused, as indicated by the
dotted lines in Figure 2a, the playback time does not increase
anymore. After already requested segments were downloaded,
the downloaded playtime stops increasing. As no additional
segments are requested, the buffer stays constant on a level
between 10 s and 20 s. This behavior and the respective
thresholds could be observed for all investigated audio tracks.
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TABLE II: Audio streaming characteristics on application layer
Audio settings

Encoding

Web player: standard user: AAC 128 kbit/s, premium user: AAC 256 kbit/s
Desktop app: standard user: Ogg Vorbis 160 kbit/s, premium user: Ogg Vorbis
320 kbit/s
Android/iOS app: normal quality: Ogg Vorbis 96 kbit/s, high quality: Ogg
Vorbis 160 kbit/s, extreme quality: Ogg Vorbis 320 kbit/s (premium user)
Adaptivity: only for Android and iOS app
DASH fragmented MP4, 10 s segments
HTTP persistent connection over TCP

Container format
Transmission protocol
Streaming characteristics
(unlimited bandwidth)

Initial buffering

10 s playtime (std: 0, fixed),
[10; 20], avg: 15 s, linear between subsequent requests due to application layer
download algorithm
Minimum buffer: 10 s
Buffer stays at the same level (10 s-20 s). no further download requests

Buffering

250

downloaded playtime

200

buffer

150
100

playback
time

initial
buffering

50
0
0

paused playback
50

100
150
200
time in seconds

(a) Streaming characteristic

250

progress/downloaded time in seconds

progress/downloaded time in seconds

Buffer threshold
Pause behavior

75
70

new data

65
60
download
threshold

55
50
45

buffer

40
35
35

40

45
50
time in seconds

(b) Download threshold

55

(c) Segment requests

Fig. 2: Playtime, buffer, and request characteristic of a Spotify audio streaming session
B. Network Layer Parameter
Audio files streamed via Spotify are DASH fragmented MP4
with a 96 Bytes header. Each segment covers a playback duration of 10 s. To have a closer look at the used bitrates within the
Spotify web player, Table III shows the bitrate characteristics
of different audio tracks streamed using a standard account
within our measurement container. On average, the download
bitrate of all tracks is between 136 and 141 kbit/s. Considering
these six tracks, an average segment has a size of 169.2 KB
(1.353 Mbit). Having a look at the variance and the standard
deviation, the values are very low except for track No. 1. In
this special case, the first segment was much smaller than
the others (139.53 KB compared to an average segment size
for this song of 171.49 KB). This could be caused by the
comparatively quiet intro at the beginning of the track.
As each segment covers a fixed playtime of 10 s, the number
of segments per track depends on its duration. The number of
segments per track is calculated as length of track in seconds
divided by 10 and rounded up. For example, track No. 4 has
a duration of 204.5 s, and thus, is split in 21 segments. There
is one exception: If the last segment would be very small, as
for track No. 1 with a duration of 260.09 s, the number of
segments is rounded off, here to 26 segments.
Figure 2c shows the sequence of requesting and downloading new segments. A new segment is requested when
the buffered playback time falls below 10 s. The download
time (marked in brown) starts immediately and ends as soon

as the whole segment is downloaded. For track No. 1, the
average download time of one segment was 28.4 ms using a
Internet connection with more than 700 Mbit/s. The next 10
seconds, the playback continues without the download of a
new segment until the buffer threshold is reached again. In
total, the download of the whole track takes 794 ms which
is about 0.31% of the total duration of the track (260 093 ms
corresponding to 4.33 min).
Three Phases: The streaming of an audio file using Spotify
can be divided into three phases: beginning, steady phase,
and depletion phase. By requesting the start of the stream,
first, header information with an average size of 1 781 Bytes
is downloaded. The average is calculated using the six tracks
specified in Table III with a standard deviation of 31.9 Bytes.
Immediately after this, the segment with the first 10 s playtime
is requested and downloaded twice. The playback of the audio
file only starts after the second download is finished. This is
quite surprising and we could not figure out the reason for this
behavior. As soon as the playback starts, the next segment of
10 s playtime is requested and consequently a buffer of almost
20 s is reached (20 s - download time of about 20 ms). In total,
the beginning phase includes four requests with a total size of
506.7 KB on average.
After that, the steady phases starts. Here, the buffer is kept
constant containing between 10 s and 20 s playtime. As soon
as the buffer falls below the download threshold of 10 s, the
next segment is requested. Thus, the interarrival time of the
segments is 10 s if the playback runs without interruption.
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TABLE III: Download bitrate characteristics of multiple tracks
No.

Track-ID

Avg kbit/s

Min kbit/s

Max kbit/s

Variance

Standard deviation

1
2
3
4
5
6

5hqxBvQJ3XJDSbxT9vyyqA
6tvQzeCPwOytDlBYCIOY0n
5ELRhUPf1f2Qc1x7hTFQ9l
0AQl7UJ5IKRZRzCxQFOwwo
7hhpH9L5L6jBTimrATV7fS
3lmebIvU89RA5336bjBIaQ

137.14
140.11
138.60
136.53
137.86
139.61

111.62
135.39
118.97
133.15
134.97
132.36

141.85
144.48
143.06
138.28
141.66
145.61

29.79
4.62
5.60
0.81
3.52
5.75

5.46
2.15
2.37
0.90
1.88
2.39

When all segments are downloaded, the depletion phase starts.
Here, no further segments have to be requested and the buffer
decreases until the audio playback is finished.
In case of a subsequent track in the playing queue, the
transition to the next song does not behave differently, but
the procedure mentioned above is just repeated. Hence, no
prebuffering is made by the Spotify streaming algorithm, only
the header information of the next track is downloaded before
the end of the current track. The request of the first segment
of the next audio file is sent when the previous track is fully
played and the buffer is empty.
It can be seen that the network traffic of an audio streaming
via Spotify is very consistent and shows a deterministic interarrival time of the segments of 10 s. Thus, the traffic caused by
the Spotify streaming sessions should be identifiable although
the network traffic is encrypted. The streaming behavior also
can be easily simulated using the time schedule described in
the three phases above.
C. Influence of Bandwidth Limitations
To analyze the influence of the given network capacity
on the streaming behavior, measurements were run under
different bandwidth limitations. Here, again track No. 1 was
used, streaming from a premium user account using the
measurement container. The average bitrate of this track is
270.27 kbit/s with a minimum of 211.64 kbit/s and a maximum
of 279.21 kbit/s. The track was streamed using ten different
bandwidth capacities in the range from 220 kbit/s to 460 kbit/s
and with no bandwidth limitation (unlimited). For each setting,
a minimal number of ten measurements were conducted and
are considered in the following evaluations.
Previous user studies [2], [15] showed that initial delay
and stalling, i.e., the interruption of the playback due to
buffer depletion, are the most important influence factors,
which affect the QoE of audio streaming. Thus, these two
factors were analyzed in more detail by comparing them under
different bandwidth capacities in Figure 3. The x-axes show
the bandwidth limitation, while the y-axes present the initial
delay and the total stalling time in seconds, respectively. Each
bar represents the average value of the ten different measurements under the same conditions and the corresponding
95 % confidence interval is shown on top. The y-axes on the
right of each figure indicate the mean opinion score (MOS).
The red stars represent the MOS values corresponding to
the occurred initial delays and total stalling times, and were
calculated using the model presented in [15]. Note that this
model considers the two factors (initial delay and stalling)

separately. The model does not provide an overall MOS value,
which considers the combination of both factors, although, in
practice, both degradations would occur at the same time when
the bandwidth is limited.
Having a look at the initial delays, they range from an
average of 28.77 s for a bandwidth limit of 220 kbits/s down to
0.65 s for unlimited bandwidth. It can be seen that a bandwidth
capacity of 460 kbits/s or higher corresponds to a good user
satisfaction (MOS≈4). However, even for a long initial delay
of 28.77 s, the user satisfaction is still fair (MOS≥3).
Although one would expect that no stallings occur when the
set bandwidth capacity is higher than the maximum bitrate of
the track of 279.21 kbit/s, even for higher capacities stalling
occurred. According to [15], audio streams with more than
2 s total stalling time were always perceived as disturbing
(MOS≤2). Thus, Spotify streaming with a bandwidth capacity
of 400 kbits/s or lower is not accepted by the users. With
a capacity of 430 kbits/s or higher (3G), leading to a total
stalling time of less than 0.7 s, the users rate the streaming as
good (MOS≈4). As the impairment from stalling is modeled
with an exponential function, even short stalling has a high
impact on the user experience. Thus, a sharp jump of the
MOS values can be noticed from an average MOS of 2.21
for a bandwidth limitation of 400 kbit/s to an average MOS of
3.83 for 430 kbit/s.
It can be seen that stalling has a higher influence on the
user’s satisfaction than the initial delay. To have a high user
satisfaction, a bandwidth capacity of nearly twice as high as
the played bitrate is necessary. Nevertheless, as mentioned
above, the model is not optimal to calculate the QoE as it does
not consider the combined effect of initial delay and stalling.
In real world scenarios, like in our measurements, initial delay
and stalling will occur combined and thus, have to considered
together in the MOS calculation.
V. C ONCLUSION AND O UTLOOK
In this paper, we characterized Spotify audio streaming
sessions on application as well as on network layer. Therefore,
an active measurement tool was designed, which allows to
headlessly stream audio files via Spotify from a browser
in a virtualized Docker environment, while monitoring performance parameters that have a high correlation to QoE.
Using this tool, the Spotify audio streaming sessions were
characterized, for example, by analyzing the different audio
encodings used for different Spotify players and accounts.
We found that the download of audio segments is only
triggered according to a threshold of the buffered playback
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Fig. 3: Comparison of occurred stallings and initial delays for different bandwidth limitations
time without prebuffering for subsequent tracks in a queue. For
every stream, the network traffic is consistent, when sufficient
bandwidth is available, as the interarrival time of segments is
constantly 10 s. In addition, we explained the three phases of
audio streaming: beginning, steady phase, and depletion phase.
Finally, we investigated the streaming behavior of Spotify
sessions under different bandwidth limitations. Here, we compared the initial delay as well as the total stalling time and
mapped it to the corresponding QoE using the QoE model of
[15]. We found out that Spotify streaming needs a bandwidth
capacity nearly twice as high as the played bitrate to reach a
high user satisfaction.
In future work, large scale measurements in a mobile
broadband network will be conducted to verify the results in
the mobile network. In addition, the measurement tool will be
extended to also cover other Spotify players like the Android
or the desktop app. Furthermore, a detailed subjective user
study on the QoE of audio streaming has to be done which
also takes other QoE factors like page load times into account.
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